Introduction
============

In the brain, abnormal phosphorylation of the microtubule-associated protein tau leads to the formation of paired helical filaments (PHFs), the main components of intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles ([@awt088-B34]). These alterations, along with the appearance of extracellular fibrillar amyloid-β peptide in plaques, are the main histopathological hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease. However, there is only a weak correlation between the degree of cognitive impairment and the presence of plaques or neurofibrillary tangles ([@awt088-B62]) and thus, it is necessary for us to better understand this association.

At present there is considerable interest in examining the possible alterations to pyramidal cells associated with brain disease, and their role in memory, learning and cognition ([@awt088-B30]; [@awt088-B13]; [@awt088-B74]; [@awt088-B49]; [@awt088-B60]). Pyramidal cells are the most abundant neurons in the cortex (estimated to represent 70--80% of the total neuronal population), where they are the main source of excitatory (glutamatergic) synapses. The dendritic spines on pyramidal cells are the main postsynaptic target of excitatory synapses in the cerebral cortex and thus, pyramidal cells are considered the principal building blocks of this structure ([@awt088-B25]). For example, changes in the number of dendritic spines are indicative of the differences in the number of excitatory inputs that pyramidal cells receive, whereas the spine head volume is correlated with the area of the postsynaptic density. In turn, the size of the postsynaptic density is correlated with the number of presynaptic vesicles, the number of postsynaptic receptors and the ready-releasable pool of transmitter ([@awt088-B36]; [@awt088-B59]; [@awt088-B67], [@awt088-B69]; [@awt088-B7]). Moreover, the length of the spine neck is proportional to the extent of biochemical and electrical isolation of the spine from its parent dendrite ([@awt088-B51], [@awt088-B52]; [@awt088-B6]). As a consequence, analysing the microanatomy of dendritic spines of pyramidal cells represents an excellent opportunity to study the structural substrate of cognitive impairment in Alzheimer's disease.

Previous studies in animal models of Alzheimer's disease have shown that amyloid-β plaques induce local morphological alterations to the dendrites in contact with amyloid-β ([@awt088-B79]; [@awt088-B71]; [@awt088-B44], [@awt088-B45]; [@awt088-B55]). Significantly, the expression of mutant tau in mouse models of Alzheimer's disease-like tau neuropathologies can result in a significant loss of dendritic spines and synapses ([@awt088-B57]; [@awt088-B15]; [@awt088-B63]). Therefore, the presence of PHF-tau is likely to be involved in the changes to dendritic spines and the loss of synapses that leads to cognitive decline in Alzheimer's disease. Unfortunately, this hypothesis has yet to be verified in patients with Alzheimer's disease due to the obvious ethical issues and the technical difficulties. Thus, the main aim of this study was to examine human cortical pyramidal cells with either diffuse phospho-tau in a putative pre-tangle state or aggregated tau that forms neurofibrillary tangles, as well as to assess the possible alterations to their dendritic spines, using intracellular injections of Lucifer yellow in fixed cortical tissue.

Materials and methods
=====================

Human brain tissue (*n* = 5) was obtained at autopsy from the 'Instituto de Neuropatología' (Dr I. Ferrer, Servicio de Anatomía Patológica, IDIBELL-Hospital Universitario de Bellvitge, Barcelona, Spain), from the 'Banco de Tejidos Fundación CIEN' (Centro Alzheimer, Fundación Reina Sofía, Madrid, Spain) and from the Neurological Tissue Bank (Biobanc-Hospital Clínic-IDIBAPS, Universidad de Barcelona, Spain). Following neuropathological examination, the pathological state and stage was defined according to the CERAD (Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer\'s Disease) ([@awt088-B56]) and the Braak and Braak criteria ([@awt088-B19]; [Supplementary Table 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). In all cases, the time between death and tissue fixation was 2--3 h, and the brain samples were obtained following the guidelines and with the approval of the Institutional Ethical Committee. The tissue from some of these human brains (Patients P9, P11, P12, P13 and P14) has been used in previous studies ([@awt088-B16], [@awt088-B17]).

Upon removal, the brain was immediately fixed in cold 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) and subsequently, small blocks of the hippocampal formation and adjacent cortex were obtained (10 × 10 × 10 mm) and post-fixed in the same fixative solution for 24 h at 4°C. After fixation, vibratome sections of the cortical tissue were obtained and intracellular injections, immunohistochemistry and histochemistry were performed ([Supplementary material](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). The sections immediately adjacent were Nissl-stained (50 µm) in order to identify the cortical areas and the laminar boundaries. Briefly, individual pyramidal cells in the hippocampal formation and adjacent cortex were injected intracellularly with Lucifer yellow ([Supplementary material](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Following intracellular injection, sections were double immunostained with anti-Lucifer yellow and either anti-PHF-tau~AT8~ or anti-PHF-tau~PHF-1~ antibodies ([Supplementary material](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). We then measured the diameter of the dendrites, dendritic spine density, as well as the dendritic spine length and volume of dendritic spines scanned by confocal microscopy and completely reconstructed in three dimensions using a methodology previously described in detail ([@awt088-B14]).

Statistics
----------

For all the morphological parameters measured, the values were averaged per dendrite to give a mean per group. In addition, the data are presented as frequency distributions. To test the overall effect, a Mann-Whitney test was used to compare the averages (mean ± SEM) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used in the case of the frequencies. Two-way ANOVA followed by a *post hoc* multiple Bonferroni comparison was used to compare values when presented as a function of the distance from soma.

Results
=======

Intracellular injections
------------------------

A total of 704 cells in different cortical regions of the tissue from five patients were injected with Lucifer yellow ([Supplementary Table 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Although Lucifer yellow injected neurons were immunostained for either PHF-tau~AT8~ or PHF-tau~PHF-1~, we obtained sufficient labelled PHF-tau~AT8~ positive neurons from only three patients (*n* = 150, 186 and 132 from Patients P9, P13 and P14, respectively) to perform a quantitative study on the possible differences between neurons free of neurofibrillar pathology and those showing either diffuse phospho-tau in a putative pre-tangle state or tau aggregation forming neurofibrillary tangles. The selected pyramidal neurons for morphometric analysis of their basal dendrites were located in layer III of the parahippocampal cortex from Patient P9 and in the pyramidal cell layer of the CA1 from Patients P9, P13 and P14 ([Fig. 1](#awt088-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). The remaining Lucifer yellow-injected neurons were used for qualitative analyses alone and as such, we shall concentrate on the more detailed neuropathological characteristics and morphometry of the tissue from Patients P9, P13 and P14, unless otherwise specified. Figure 1Localization of intracellular injections and histopathology. Low-power photomicrographs of Nissl (**A**), amyloid-β/Nissl (**B**), PHF-tau~AT8~ (**C**) and PHF-tau~PHF-1~ (**D**) stained sections from Patient P9. The black dots in (**A**) show the approximate location of the injected neurons in layer III of the parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and CA1 region. These sections are shown at higher magnification in [Supplementary Figs 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1). Scale bars: **A--D** = 1600 µm. GD = dentate gyrus.

Neuropathological characteristics of the injected tissue
--------------------------------------------------------

In sections from the hippocampal formation and adjacent cortex, numerous amyloid-β plaques, and PHF-tau~AT8~-ir (immunoreactive) and PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neurons were present, although the density and distribution of these labelled elements varied depending on the cortical region ([Figs 1](#awt088-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#awt088-F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figs 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Figure 2Neuronal density. Graph showing the neuronal density in the parahippocampal cortex and CA1 regions of Patients P9, P13 and P14. Blue columns: total neuron density; red columns: PHF-tau~AT8~-ir neuron density; black columns: PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neuron density. The percentages indicated at the top of the red and black columns represent the percentage of phospho-tau neurons with respect to the total neuron density in each region.

### Percentage of paired helical filament-tau immunoreactive neurons

Unbiased stereology was used to quantify the total density of neurons, and the density of PHF-tau~AT8~-ir and PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neurons in layer III of the parahippocampal cortex from Patient P9 and in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer of Patients P9, P13 and P14 ([Supplementary Fig. 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). In Patient P9, the total neuron density in the parahippocampal cortex was 19 560 neurons/mm^3^, whereas the density of PHF-tau~AT8~-ir and PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neurons was 2917 and 499 neurons/mm^3^, respectively ([Fig. 2](#awt088-F2){ref-type="fig"}), 15% and 2.5% of the total neuronal density, respectively. In the CA1 region, the total neuron density was 15 786 in Patient P9, 11 916 in Patient P13 and 12 193 in Patient P14 (neurons/mm^3^), and the percentage of phospho-tau neurons varied between these patients ([Fig. 2](#awt088-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary material](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). The phospho-tau neurofibrillar pathology was stronger in the CA1 than in the parahippocampal cortex from Patient P9 ([Fig. 2](#awt088-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, when comparing the total neuronal density with the density of PHF-tau~AT8~-ir and PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neurons, and the density of amyloid-β plaques, in the CA1 region of all three patients, it seems clear that the neuropathological alterations were greater in Patient P14, followed by Patient P13 and then Patient P9.

Patterns of paired helical filament tau staining
------------------------------------------------

We previously established two patterns of immunostaining for PHF-tau~AT8~-ir neurons according to the presence or absence of neurofibrillary tangles in the soma ([@awt088-B16]): Pattern I and Pattern II. Neurons with Pattern I have diffuse cytoplasmic staining, independent of the presence of some small fibrillar aggregates (putative pre-tangle stage) that may be thioflavin S positive. Neurons with Pattern II typically form neurofibrillary tangles (tangle stage). In the present study, we further subdivided Pattern II into Patterns IIa and IIb, depending on the extent of neurofibrillary tangle development visualized with PHF-tau~AT8~, PHF-tau~PHF-1~ and thioflavin S (Pattern IIa, intermediate/advanced stages; Pattern IIb, extreme stage: [Fig. 3](#awt088-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3Patterns of PHF-tau immunostaining. Confocal microscopy images showing neurons in parahippocampal cortex (**A--C**) and CA1 (**D--I**) double-stained with PHF-tau~AT8~ (red) and thioflavin S (green) (**D--I**) to illustrate Pattern I (neuron indicated with an arrow), Pattern IIa and Pattern IIb of immunostaining. Scale bars: **A--I** = 10 µm.

Morphometric analysis of Lucifer yellow-injected neurons
--------------------------------------------------------

As a first step, Lucifer yellow-injected neurons selected for detailed quantitative studies were divided into PHF-tau~AT8~-ir neurons and neurons that were non-immunostained for PHF-tau~AT8~ ([Figs 4](#awt088-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#awt088-F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Fig. 3](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)) whose dendrites were not in contact with amyloid-β plaques ([Supplementary Fig. 4](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Because the density and pattern of immunostaining for PHF-tau~AT8~ and PHF-tau~PHF-1~ were similar but not identical ([Supplementary Figs 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)), it was possible that neurons that were non-immunostained for PHF-tau~AT8~ were PHF-tau~PHF-1.~ Therefore, the next step was to check for the presence of PHF-tau~PHF-1~ in Lucifer yellow-injected neurons that were non-immunostained for PHF-tau~AT8~. To this end, sections were recovered and reprocessed immunocytochemically using anti-PHF-tau~PHF-1~. All Lucifer yellow-injected neurons that were PHF-tau~AT8-~ir were also PHF-tau~PHF-1,~ whereas some Lucifer yellow-injected neurons that were non-immunostained for PHF-tau~AT8~ were also labelled for PHF-tau~PHF-1~ ([Supplementary Fig. 5](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Therefore, we established two groups of Lucifer yellow-injected neurons for quantitative studies: neurons that were immunostained for both PHF-tau~AT8~ and PHF-tau~PHF-1~ and neurons that were not immunostained by either of the two antibodies. For the sake of simplicity and unless otherwise specified, we called these Lucifer yellow-injected neurons PHF-tau^+^ and PHF-tau^−^ neurons, respectively. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that both PHF-tau~AT8~ and PHF-tau~PHF-1~ antibodies were produced in mouse. Thus, the labeling of neurons for both PHF-tau~AT8~ PHF-tau~PHF-1~ could be due to antibody cross-reactivity. Figure 4PHF-tau^−^ neurons and neurons with Pattern I PHF-tau~AT8~ staining. Neurons and dendrites in the parahippocampal cortex of Patient P9 injected with Lucifer yellow whose soma is free of PHF-tau~AT8~-ir (; **A--F**) or that contains PHF-tau~AT8~ in the putative pre-tangle state (Pattern I; **G--L**). Stacks of 26 (**A** and **B**) and 28 (**G** and **H**) images, respectively, obtained after combining the channels acquired separately for DAPI (blue), Lucifer yellow (green) and PHF-tau~AT8~ immunostaining (red). (**C--L**) Stacks of 26--32 confocal optical sections from basal dendrites of (**C--F**) and immunostained (; **I--L**) Lucifer yellow-injected pyramidal neurons. The cell bodies of the neurons in **B** and **H** are shown at higher magnification in [Supplementary Fig. 3A--F](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [G--L](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1), respectively. These and Lucifer yellow-injected neurons were recovered and reprocessed immunocytochemically using anti-PHF-tau~PHF-1~. The neuron was non-immunostained for PHF-tau~PHF-1~ (PHF-tau^−^). Scale bars: **A**, **B**, **G** and **H** = 13 µm; **C--F** and **I--L** = 2 µm. Figure 5PHF-tau^−^ and neurons with Pattern IIa PHF-tau~AT8~ staining. Neurons and dendrites in the CA1 of Patients P14 (**A--J**) and P13 (**K--O**), injected with Lucifer yellow, and with a soma free of PHF-tau~AT8~ (; **A--E**) or with PHF-tau~AT8~--ir tangles (Pattern IIa; **F--O**). (**A--B**, **F--G** and **K--L**) Stacks of 18 and 35 images, respectively, obtained after combining the channels acquired separately for Lucifer yellow (green) and PHF-tau~AT8~ (red). (**C--D**, **H--J** and **M--O**) Stacks of 26--58 optical confocal sections of the basal dendrites of (**A** and **B**) and immunostained (; **F--G**, **K--L**) Lucifer yellow-injected pyramidal neurons. These and Lucifer yellow-injected neurons were recovered and reprocessed immunocytochemically using anti-PHF-tau~PHF-1~. The neuron was non-immunostained for PHF-tau~PHF-1~ (PHF-tau^−^), whereas the neurons were also PHF-tau~PHF-1~ ([Supplementary Fig. 5](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Scale bars: **A**, **F** and **K** = 10 µm; **C--E**, **H--J** and **M--O** = 3 µm.

In the present study, a total of 42 Lucifer yellow-injected neurons and 19 569 dendritic spines were examined in three dimensions (10 334 dendritic spines from PHF-tau^−^ neurons and 9235 from PHF-tau^+^ neurons whose dendrites are not in contact with amyloid-β plaques; [Supplementary Fig. 4](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). In the parahippocampal cortex from Patient P9, all the Lucifer yellow-injected neurons analysed that were PHF-tau^+^ were considered to be Pattern I, whereas in the CA1 from Patients P9, P13 and P14, all the Lucifer yellow-injected neurons analysed that were PHF-tau^+^ were Pattern IIa. Unexpectedly, it initially appeared that the microanatomical characteristics of the dendrites from the Lucifer yellow-injected neurons that were PHF-tau^−^ were apparently similar to those whose soma was PHF-tau^+^, showing either Pattern I ([Fig. 4](#awt088-F4){ref-type="fig"}) or Pattern IIa ([Fig. 5](#awt088-F5){ref-type="fig"}).

However, when PHF-tau^+^ neurons that had well developed neurofibrillary tangles (Pattern IIb) were injected, these neurons had a reduced dendritic arbor and few or virtually no dendritic spines. The dendritic diameter was also remarkably thin in all these cases ([Fig. 6](#awt088-F6){ref-type="fig"}). These neurons were not further analysed. Figure 6Neurons with Pattern IIb of PHF-tau immunostaining. Alterations of dendrites and dendritic spines in Lucifer yellow injected neurons with Pattern IIb PHF-tau~AT8~-ir from layer III of the parahippocampal cortex in Patient P9 (**A--C**) and Pattern IIb PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir in the CA1 of Patient P12 (**D--L**). (**A**) Stack of 27 confocal optical sections obtained after combining the channels acquired separately for DAPI (blue), Lucifer yellow (green) and PHF-tau~AT8~-ir (red), showing the cell body and proximal dendrites of the intracellular labelled neuron with Pattern IIb PHF-tau~AT8~--ir. (**B** and **C**) Higher magnification of **A**, showing the dendrites indicated as 'b' and 'c', respectively. Note the low density of dendritic spines in dendrite 'b' compared with dendrite 'c', and in the latter dendrite compared with the dendrites in [Figs 4](#awt088-F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#awt088-F5){ref-type="fig"}. Also, the dendritic spines are notably smaller. (**D--E**) Stacks of 27 confocal optical sections showing the cell body and proximal dendrites of the intracellular labelled neuron (**D)** with Pattern IIb PHF-tau~PHF-1~--ir (**E**). (**F**) Image obtained by combining **D** and **E**. (**G**) Higher magnification of **D**. (**H** and **I**) Stacks of 38--55 confocal optical sections from a collateral apical dendrite (arrow in **G**) of the Lucifer yellow-injected pyramidal neuron, showing different segments of the same dendrite (**H**, proximal; **I**, distant). (**J**) Stack of 26 confocal optical sections from the collateral apical dendrite of an intracellular labelled neuron that was adjacent to the Lucifer yellow-injected neuron shown in **D**, and that was not PHF-tau~PHF-1~--ir. Note the lack of dendritic spines and the thin diameter of the dendrites of the PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neuron (**H** and **I**) compared with the dendrite of the PHF-tau^−^ neuron (**J**). Scale bars: **A** = 10 µm**; B** and **C** = 3.5 µm; **D--F** = 20 µm; **G** = 9 µm; **H--J** = 4.5 µm.

As a result of these findings, a quantitative analysis of the morphological parameters was performed that included the dendrite diameter, dendritic spine density, length and volume of dendritic spines of basal dendrites from PHF-tau^−^ neurons and PHF-tau^+^ neurons, in the parahippocampal cortex of Patient P9 and CA1 of Patients P9, P13 and P14.

Lucifer yellow-injected neurons with Pattern I of immunostaining for paired helical filament-tau
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 96 neurons injected in layer III of the parahippocampal cortex of Patient P9, 83 were PHF-tau^−^ neurons, and 13 were PHF-tau^+^ neurons. We analysed 12 dendrites from different PHF-tau^−^ and 12 dendrites from PHF-tau^+^ neurons ([Supplementary Table 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). We did not find any significant differences between PHF-tau^−^ and PHF-tau^+^ neurons in terms of dendrite diameter, dendritic spine density, or the length and volume of the dendritic spines in function of the distance from the soma ([Supplementary Fig. 6](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and see [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) for the average values of these parameters). Furthermore, no differences were found in the frequency distribution of spine length (2577 and 2391 dendritic spines, respectively) and spine volume (2584 and 2394 dendritic spines, respectively) between PHF-tau^−^ and PHF-tau^+^ neurons ([Supplementary Fig. 6I](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [J](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)).

Lucifer yellow-injected neurons with Pattern IIa of immunostaining for paired helical filament-tau
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 40, 62 and 48 neurons in the CA1 of Patients P9, P13 and P4 injected with Lucifer yellow, 34, 48 and 33 were PHF-tau^−^ neurons, respectively, while the remainder were labelled for PHF-tau~AT8~-ir or PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir. We analysed six, five and five dendrites from different PHF-tau^−^ neurons and nine, eight and six dendrites from different PHF-tau^+^ neurons in Patients P9, P13 and P14, respectively ([Supplementary Table 1](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)).

### Dendrite diameter

There were no significant differences in dendrite diameter as a function of the distance from the soma between the PHF-tau^−^ and PHF-tau^+^ neurons from Patients P9, P13 and P14 ([Supplementary Fig. 7A](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1), [C](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [E](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). In Patient P9, the average dendrite diameter did differ significantly between the two groups of neurons, the dendrites of PHF-tau^+^ neurons having a 22% smaller diameter than in PHF-tau^−^ neurons ([Supplementary Fig. 7B](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). However, no such differences were found in the neurons from Patients P13 and P14 ([Supplementary Fig. 7D](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1) and [F](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1); [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)).

### Dendritic spine density

The analysis of the dendritic spine density as a function of the distance from the soma revealed no statistical differences between PHF-tau^−^ and PHF-tau^+^ neurons in Patient P9 ([Fig. 7](#awt088-F7){ref-type="fig"}A and B). By contrast, in Patients P13 and P14 we found statistical differences between PHF-tau^−^ and PHF-tau^+^ neurons in the medial/distal portions ([Fig. 7](#awt088-F7){ref-type="fig"}C and E), and similar results were found when the data are presented as the average ([Fig. 7](#awt088-F7){ref-type="fig"}D and F; [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). Figure 7Dendritic spine density. Comparative morphometric analysis of dendrites from Lucifer yellow-injected PHF-tau^+^ pyramidal neurons and dendrites from Lucifer yellow-injected PHF-tau^−^ neurons in the CA1 of Patient P9 (**A** and **B**), Patient P13 (**C** and **D**) and Patient P14 (**E** and **F**). (**A**, **C** and **E**) Dendritic spine density (dendritic spines/µm) in function of the distance from soma. (**B**, **D** and **F**) Average dendritic spine density per dendrite. \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01.

### Dendritic spine length

In Patients P9, P13 and P14, the length of the dendritic spines in function of their distance from the soma was similar between PHF-tau^−^ (2234, 2267 and 3213 dendritic spines, respectively) and PHF-tau^+^ neurons (2225, 2281 and 2310 dendritic spines, respectively: [Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}A, D and G; [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). The average dendritic spine length decreased significantly in Patient P9 (14%, [Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}B), whereas no differences were found in Patients P13 and P14 ([Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}E and H; [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). The frequency distribution revealed a higher frequency of shorter dendritic spines in PHF-tau^+^ neurons from Patients P9 and P13 ([Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}C and F), whereas in Patient P14 short dendritic spines were less frequent on PHF-tau^+^ neurons than PHF-tau^−^ neurons ([Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}I). Figure 8Morphometric analysis. Comparative morphometric analysis of dendritic spine length (**A--I**) and dendritic spine volume (**J--R**) for Lucifer yellow-injected PHF-tau^+^ pyramidal neurons and Lucifer yellow-injected PHF-tau^−^ neurons from the CA1 of each patient in function of the distance from soma (**A**, **D**, **G**, **J**, **M** and **P**). The average per dendrite (**B**, **E**, **H**, **K**, **N** and **Q**) and the frequency distribution (**C**, **F**, **I**, **L**, **O** and **R**) are shown: \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001.

### Dendritic spine volume

In Patients P9, P13 and P14, the volume of the dendritic spines as a function of their distance from the soma did not differ between PHF-tau^−^ (2266, 2262 and 3217 dendritic spines, respectively) and PHF-tau^+^ neurons (2250, 2276 and 2300 dendritic spines, respectively; [Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}J, K, M, N, P and Q; [Supplementary Table 2](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). However, there were significant differences in the frequency distribution of the volume of dendritic spines for all cases, whereby small dendritic spines were more frequent in PHF-tau^+^ neurons than in PHF-tau^−^ neurons ([Fig. 8](#awt088-F8){ref-type="fig"}L, O and R).

In summary, all the morphological parameters of dendrites from Lucifer yellow-injected PHF-tau^+^ (Pattern I) pyramidal neurons in layer III of the parahippocampal cortex remained unchanged when they were compared with the dendrites of Lucifer yellow-injected pyramidal neurons that were PHF-tau^−^ in the same cortical area. In the CA1, all the PHF-tau^+^ Lucifer yellow-injected pyramidal neurons that were analysed quantitatively showed Pattern IIa immunostaining. The presence of tau aggregates forming intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles in these neurons gives rise to changes in the morphology of dendritic spines (smaller volume and shorter length) in all patients, although dendritic spines were only lost in Patients P13 and P14. However, the density of neurons in the CA3 was lower in these latter patients than in Patient P9 (38% and 42% fewer neurons, respectively), suggesting that the CA3 pathology was more advanced in these patients than in Patient P9 (Supplementary material). Because CA3 is a major source of synaptic inputs to the CA1 (the Schaffer collateral projection), it is possible that the loss of these synaptic inputs may contribute to a loss of dendritic spines in the CA1 of these patients. Finally, neurons that had developed extreme neurofibrillary tangles (Pattern IIb) displayed a reduced dendritic arbor and few or virtually no dendritic spines ([Fig. 6](#awt088-F6){ref-type="fig"}). The dendritic diameter was also remarkably thin in all of these cases.

Other morphological alterations
-------------------------------

In addition to the soma and proximal processes, PHF-tau~AT8~ was also found in the distal dendritic segments of Lucifer yellow-injected neurons. Interestingly, except for one dendrite, the distal dendritic segments of PHF-tau~AT8~--ir neurons that showed Pattern I were not stained by the antibody. However, we observed the presence of fibrillar PHF-tau~AT8~ staining in the majority of the distal portions of dendrites from PHF-tau~AT8~--ir neurons with Pattern IIa staining ([Supplementary Fig. 8](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)). In these distal dendritic regions with fibrillar PHF-tau~AT8~, the dendritic spine density was analysed in Patient P9. When these segments were compared with adjacent segments of the same length (pre-terminal segments lacking PHF-tau~AT8~) there was a significantly lower density of dendritic spines in the distal dendritic regions with fibrillar PHF-tau~AT8~ ([Supplementary Fig. 9](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)) than in the pre-terminal segments. This result is suggestive of a local toxic effect, since the density of dendritic spines in the pre-terminal dendritic segment was similar to that found in dendrites lacking PHF-tau~AT8~.

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we found no significant changes in the microanatomy of dendrites from pyramidal neurons at early stages of a neurofibrillar pathology, as defined by the presence of diffuse phospho-tau in a putative pre-tangle state (Pattern I). However, once tau aggregates of neurofibrillary tangles had formed (Patterns IIa and IIb), representing more advanced neurofibrillar alterations, significant reductions in the diameter of dendrites and in the number, length and volume of spines were evident. The severity of these changes seems to be progressive, from the intermediate/advanced stages (Pattern IIa) to extreme stage (Pattern IIb) of the neurofibrillar pathology.

Methodological considerations
-----------------------------

The main aim of the study was to compare the microanatomy of cortical pyramidal cells between those free of signs of any neurofibrillar pathology (PHF-tau^−^ neurons) and those showing either diffuse phospho-tau (putative pretangle state) or aggregated tau neurofibrillary tangles in different cortical regions.

However, there are important drawbacks in carrying out such a study that must be taken into consideration. First, the total number of cells that can be injected is relatively low since it takes ∼10 min to inject a cell and the best injections are obtained within a time window of 24--48 h after fixation. Second, pyramidal cells in different cortical regions have considerably distinct structures ([@awt088-B28]; [@awt088-B43]) and the data obtained in one region cannot necessarily be applied to another. Thus, the microanatomy of pyramidal cells must be examined separately in different regions. Third, the morphological alterations observed in human pathological tissue are very difficult to interpret due to the high interindividual variability (sex, age, medical treatment, etc.), factors that could affect brain structure. Accordingly, one must be careful to avoid interpreting normal interindividual characteristics as morphological alterations, or changes as a consequence of a medical treatment or any other factor. In addition, the course such diseases take is highly variable as the neuropathological changes are not homogenous, neither among patients nor in different regions of the brain of the same patient, giving rise to variation in the alterations to cortical circuits ([@awt088-B31]; [@awt088-B16]). Furthermore, dendrites in contact with amyloid-β plaques suffer changes in the number and morphology of their spines ([@awt088-B79]; [@awt088-B71]; [@awt088-B44], [@awt088-B45]; [@awt088-B55]). Thus, it is critical to use neurons not affected by the neurofibrillar and amyloid-β pathology (i.e. neurons whose dendrites are not in contact with amyloid-β plaques) from the same individual when studying how abnormal phosphorylation of tau influences the microanatomy of pyramidal neurons. Indeed, these PHF-tau^−^ neurons were located adjacent to those showing phospho-tau and with dendrites located in plaque-free regions. In addition, it is not possible to know which neurons have developed a neurofibrillar pathology before injection and hence, the proportion of cells showing a neurofibrillar pathology is rather unpredictable. As a consequence, the ideal conditions to perform a detailed quantitative study would be to obtain sufficient cells with and without neurofibrillar pathology in different regions of the same patient. These conditions were met in Patients P9, P13 and P14.

Finally, it should be noted that there are several methods to visualize dendritic spines in the human brain. A common method is the Golgi technique but this is inconsistent and incomplete. Another method involving intracellular injections of marker substances in fixed brain tissue is currently considered the best approach to visualize the dendritic spines in the human brain and is a well-established technique ([@awt088-B27]; [@awt088-B22]). The fact that neurons with well-developed tangles do not have dendritic spines or have very few compared with other neurons with less developed tangles in the same regions and in the same patients is therefore interpreted as a decrease or loss of dendritic spines. This interpretation is also supported by a large number of researchers who study dendritic spine alterations both in humans and animal models (see [@awt088-B60]; [@awt088-B72] for recent reviews).

Patterns of paired helical filament-tau immunostaining and alterations to pyramidal cell dendrites
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the cellular level, abnormal tau phosphorylation and the formation of tangles are major events in neuronal degeneration in Alzheimer's disease ([@awt088-B34]). It is well known that some neurons are not affected in any of the cortical regions damaged in Alzheimer's disease, whereas others are altered to a different degree. Such variation could reflect different steps in the process of neuronal degeneration. A marker for this degeneration is tau phosphorylation at the site recognized by the antibody AT8 (PHF-tau~AT8~). This may be a suitable marker for the initial steps of degeneration, as increased tau aggregation can subsequently be found in some neurons and it can be readily visualized with the PHF-1 tau antibody (PHF-tau~PHF-1~). However, how this degeneration is triggered and progresses remains unknown ([@awt088-B10]).

It has been proposed that in the early disease stages, neuronal loss commences in the hippocampal formation and that it may reflect the impairment of adult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus ([@awt088-B47]). Newborn neurons form functional synapses with CA3 neurons, and the axons emitted by dentate gyrus neurons generated in the adult form synapses with the thorny excrescences of CA3 neurons ([@awt088-B78]). We recently showed that there is a selective yet conspicuous abnormal phosphorylation of tau in the thorny excrescences of hippocampal CA3 neurons in a putative pre-tangle state from patients with Alzheimer's disease (Pattern I PHF-tau~AT8~-ir). Thus, we suggested this alteration might be a very early marker of disease onset, possibly representing the first step in impaired synaptic transmission ([@awt088-B17]). Since thorny excrescences are key structures in the synaptic pathway that transfers neocortical representations to the hippocampus ([@awt088-B4]), it is possible that these structures may play an essential role in the early memory impairment typical of patients with Alzheimer's disease.

As reported previously ([@awt088-B12]; [@awt088-B20]; [@awt088-B16]), we have used the PHF-tau~AT8~ antibody to classify neurons with different phosphorylated and aggregated patterns of tau (fibrillar aggregates and typical neurofibrillary tangles). Initially, no phosphorylation and no aggregation are observed but subsequently, neurons stained for PHF-tau~AT8~ can be divided into neurons showing Pattern I (diffuse cytoplasmic staining) or Pattern II (in which typical neurofibrillary tangles are evident).

Neurons with Patten I displayed some positivity with thioflavin S ([Fig. 3](#awt088-F3){ref-type="fig"}). In general, it is considered that staining with thioflavin S would preclude the use of the term 'pre-tangle' to classify a neuron that is positive for thioflavin S. Indeed, it has been shown that this dye binds to PHF with a higher affinity than to the straight filaments but the staining with thioflavin S indicates a higher content of β-sheet in the secondary structure of tau protein. This change to a β-sheet conformation could occur in oligomers and they do not require the presence of tau filaments ([@awt088-B66]). Furthermore, the maturation of the neuronal fibrillar tau inclusions is a continuous process that can be examined using thioflavin S stain or other dyes ([@awt088-B58]). In the first stage, which is often referred to as the pre-tangle stage, accumulation of phospho-tau is thought to begin in the cytoplasm and is still predominantly non-fibrillar. Thus, in this stage, the observation of some small fibrillar tau inclusions would be expected with thioflavin S. It is important to point out that the identification of these neurons is difficult with thioflavin S alone, as the small size of the fibrillar aggregates does not outline the silhouette of the cell body. The intermediate stage is characterized by mature neurofibrillary tangles, in which phospho-tau is aggregated in large intracellular tightly packed fibrils, making it more feasible to identify the overall structure as a neuron with neurofibrillary tangle. The final stage is characterized by the so-called ghost tangles that are present outside cells when the cells have died. For these reasons we considered Pattern I as a putative pre-tangle stage in spite of the fact that these neurons may show some small intracellular thioflavin S positive inclusions.

In the present study, Pattern II was subdivided into Patterns IIa and IIb, depending on the development of neurofibrillary tangles (Pattern IIa, intermediate/advanced; Pattern IIb, extreme). However, the most prominent staining of neurons with neurofibrillary tangles was observed with the PHF-1 antibody. Indeed, the vast majority of PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir neurons had a large amount of aggregated tau, consistent with the hypothesis that PHF-tau~AT8~ mostly labels the initial stages of a neurofibrillar pathology, while PHF-tau~PHF-1~ recognizes the later stages ([@awt088-B17]).

Neurons showing each of these phospho-tau patterns were analysed for possible alterations to their dendritic spines. As summarized in [Fig. 9](#awt088-F9){ref-type="fig"}, no changes were found in the number, length or volume of the dendritic spines in neurons with Pattern I, nor in dendrite diameter, whereas several significant alterations were found in neurons showing Pattern II. At the intermediate level of a neurofibrillar pathology (Pattern IIa), we found different morphological alterations depending on the patients, mostly a reduction in dendritic spine volume and length (Patient P9) and a reduction in dendritic spine density (Patients P13 and P14). At late stages (Pattern IIb), there was a dramatic loss of spines, even in the proximal portion of the dendrites. This sequential loss of dendritic spines appears to be distinct to that found in the presence of amyloid-β plaques, where the dendritic regions close to the extracellular plaques are depleted of dendritic spines irrespective of whether they are proximal or distal to the soma ([@awt088-B44]). However, there seems to be a sequence related to the loss of dendritic spines in association with the intracellular tau pathology, occurring first in the distal and then in the more proximal regions ([Fig. 9](#awt088-F9){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 9Scheme representing the changes to dendrites of Lucifer yellow-injected neurons that showed different patterns of PHF-tau immunostaining. For simplicity, dendritic spines were represented as two types: small and large. Red = phospho-tau.

It is not clear whether Pattern I represents a pre-tangle stage and therefore precedes Pattern II, or if this just occurs in a subpopulation of these neurons representing an independent stage. Because all Lucifer yellow-injected neurons with neurofibrillar pathology examined here were immunostained for PHF-tau~AT8~ or PHF-tau~PHF-1~, we do not know whether the changes found in the microanatomy of these neurons are characteristic of a particular subpopulation of neurons or similar changes occur in neurons with other phosphorylated tau epitopes. Certainly, neurons with well-developed neurofibrillary tangles (Pattern IIb) had a relatively small dendritic tree, with thin dendrites and very few or no spines, regardless of whether they were PHF-tau~AT8~-ir or PHF-tau~PHF-1~-ir. Further experiments would be necessary to analyse the microanatomy of neurons with other phosphorylated tau epitopes.

Possible functional implications of the morphological changes observed
----------------------------------------------------------------------

### Dendrite diameter

There was a decrease in the dendrite diameter in PHF-tau^+^ neurons showing Patterns IIa and IIb, although we do not know if this reduction selectively affects some organelles or if it only represents a decrease in cytosolic volume. In any case, the change in dendrite diameter is likely to affect the physiological activity of the neuron as dendrite diameter is closely related to electrical conductivity ([@awt088-B39]; [@awt088-B50]; [@awt088-B80]). Thus, changes in diameter may produce functional alterations.

### Morphology of dendritic spines

In animal models, changes in the neck length of dendritic spines affects the temporal compartmentalization of calcium and other second messengers, changes that may affect the induction of long-term potentiation ([@awt088-B85]; [@awt088-B18]). Additionally, the volume of the dendritic spine head is related to the size of the postsynaptic density ([@awt088-B36]; [@awt088-B68]; [@awt088-B8]), the number of presynaptic vesicles, and the number of vesicles adjacent to the presynaptic cleft ([@awt088-B36]). The area of the postsynaptic density is proportional to the number of postsynaptic receptors ([@awt088-B59]), while the number of vesicles adjacent to the presynaptic cleft is proportional to those primed for synaptic transmitter release ([@awt088-B26]). Furthermore, the volume of the head is directly proportional to the strength of synaptic currents ([@awt088-B36]; [@awt088-B68]; [@awt088-B7]). Therefore, the morphology of a dendritic spine determines its synaptic strength and learning rules. Hence, the changes observed in the volume and length of dendritic spines in the present study are likely to have important functional consequences.

### Density of dendritic spines

Assuming the hypothesis that one spine corresponds to one excitatory synapses ([@awt088-B8]), differences in the number of dendritic spines probably reflect differences in the number of excitatory inputs that a cell can integrate. Dendritic spines on pyramidal cells are the recipients of most excitatory inputs to the cerebral cortex ([@awt088-B25]) and thus, the loss of dendritic spines indicates a synaptic disconnection that must certainly have an important consequence in the cognitive attributes of the patients with Alzheimer's disease.

Nevertheless, we observed that in neurons showing an intermediate state of neurofibrillar pathology (Pattern IIa) there is not necessarily a loss of dendritic spines, since substantial reductions in the density of dendritic spines on CA1 pyramidal neurons with Pattern IIa was observed in Patients P13 and P14 but not in Patient P9. Importantly, the density of CA3 neurons in Patient P9 was 14 350 neurons/mm^3^, whereas there were only 8916 neurons/mm^3^ and 8447 neurons/mm^3^ in Patients P13 and P14, respectively ([Supplementary material](http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/brain/awt088/-/DC1)), suggesting that the CA3 region in the latter two patients is more pathologically affected than that of Patient P9. Since CA3 pyramidal cells project strongly to the dendritic spines of CA1 pyramidal neurons (the Schaffer collateral projection; [@awt088-B4]), it is possible that the decrease in dendritic spine density on CA1 neurons in Patients P13 and P14 could be due to a loss of excitatory inputs from Schaffer collaterals rather to the presence of neurofibrillary tangles. Thus, it is important to consider the role of phospho-tau.

### Paired helical filament-tau: neuroprotection or toxicity

Tau protein has ∼80 known phosphorylatable sites ([@awt088-B35]) and it is a matter of debate whether modification of the protein at specific sites could have protective or toxic consequences for the neuron where modified tau is present ([@awt088-B1], [@awt088-B2]; [@awt088-B46]; [@awt088-B82]; [@awt088-B23]; [@awt088-B83]). On the one hand it is thought that the soluble forms of PHF-tau (diffuse staining) have a toxic effect, since they abduct normal tau and other microtubule-associated proteins, thereby producing the disassembly of microtubules that are responsible for axonal transport and possibly causing a loss of synapses ([@awt088-B41]). However, it was also proposed that the soluble PHF-tau protein associates to form neurofibrillary tangles, removing cytosolic soluble PHF-tau and serving as a neuroprotective mechanism ([@awt088-B5]; [@awt088-B65]; [@awt088-B3]; [@awt088-B73]; [@awt088-B42]). However, neurofibrillary tangles appear to be toxic since they are associated with impaired axonal transport, which provokes cell death ([@awt088-B75]; [@awt088-B77]; [@awt088-B24]; [@awt088-B70]). Indeed, there are studies suggesting a strong correlation between the loss of synaptic markers and the presence of neurofibrillary tangles ([@awt088-B76]; [@awt088-B40]; [@awt088-B54]; [@awt088-B81]; [@awt088-B48]; [@awt088-B64]; [@awt088-B38]). Our results indicate that neurons with advanced neurofibrillary tangles display a remarkable loss of dendritic spines, which is consistent with other studies. However, it should be emphasized that the presence of PHF-tau~AT8~ or PHF-tau~PHF-1~ is not necessarily associated with a loss of dendritic spines, even in intermediate stages of a neurofibrillar pathology. These observations suggest that neurons in a putative pre-tangle stage or with neurofibrillary tangles in intermediate stages may not be affected (or they may be only slightly affected) or they may be in a reversible state.

Studies on the European ground squirrel demonstrated that PHF-like phosphorylation is induced in the brain during the hibernation of these animals ([@awt088-B9]), which is similar to the characteristic increase in tau phosphorylation ([@awt088-B11]). Furthermore, changes in the denervation/reinnervation of CA3 pyramidal neurons by mossy fibres were also found during hibernation/arousal ([@awt088-B61]) and they were associated with a reversible PHF-like phosphorylation of tau over a similar time course. Thus, it was proposed that the formation and degradation of PHF-like tau might represent a physiological mechanism not necessarily associated with pathological effects but rather, with neuronal plasticity. Here, a reduction in the density of dendritic spines in the distal segments commonly accompanied the accumulation of fibrillar phospho-tau~AT8~. Assuming that the majority of the dendritic spines establish synapses ([@awt088-B8]), our results suggest that the distal segments of these neurons are disconnected, unlike the rest of the dendritic tree. However, we cannot discard physiological or molecular alterations in synaptic transmission due to the morphological changes observed in the dendritic spines.

Finally, Lucifer yellow-injected neurons with Pattern IIb (with well-developed neurofibrillary tangles) had a relatively small dendritic tree, with thin dendrites and very few or no spines, which may simply be due to a more advanced stage of atrophy. Thus, if we assume the widely accepted hypothesis that neuronal degeneration and atrophy is progressive, our observations suggest that such processes begin with synaptic disconnection of the dendritic regions distal to the soma. This progressive disconnection must be analysed in detail given the functional implication for the spatial segregation of synaptic connections implicated in the type of information transmitted. This is not only evident for the proximal, intermediate and distal dendrites of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus, where neurons in all cornu ammonis fields establish different types of synaptic contacts in each strata that they traverse ([@awt088-B4]), but it may also occur in other cortical regions. For example, the synaptic connections of axons that arise within the same cortical column in the neocortex preferentially innervate the proximal basal dendrites of pyramidal cells ([@awt088-B53]; [@awt088-B29]). Moreover, the proximal and distal segments of basal dendrites have different characteristics with respect to integration and synaptic plasticity ([@awt088-B53]; [@awt088-B37]; [@awt088-B33]; [@awt088-B32]; [@awt088-B21]). These observations suggest that cellulipetal disconnection may occur and that the functional consequences of such a process are likely to be selective and progressive in the cerebral cortex as a whole, at least at the cellular level. Finally, there are some dendritic branches within a given neuron that are more affected than others, suggesting that this cellulipetal disconnection does not occur synchronously across the whole dendritic arbor.

In conclusion, neurons in the human brain that are recognized by PHF-tau~AT8~ and PHF-tau~PHF-1~ have not necessarily suffered severe and irreversible effects but rather, the characteristic cognitive impairment in Alzheimer's disease is likely to depend on the relative number of neurons that are in intermediate and advanced stages of a neurofibrillar pathology, among other factors.
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